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Abstract
In this study, we consider the synchronization of coupled
chaotic circuits which have different network structure. Especially, we focus on network structure with hub which is
consisted of Scale-free network. So, we compare synchronization phenomena of some network models created by three
types of degree distribution and evaluate them by synchronization rate. From the simulation results, we can confirm
that connection between hubs is important network structure.
1. Introduction
Synchronization phenomena can be observed everywhere
in our life. For example, we can confirm metronome, flashing firefly lights, beating rhythm of the heart and so on. Especially, synchronization phenomena of oscillatory network are
interesting. In addition, complex networks attract attention
from various fields. The feature of networks is characterized
by the degree distribution, the path length and the clustering
coefficient.
Complex networks of chaotic circuits have been studied
[1]-[3]. However, many researchers have not been researched
more about synchronization phenomena in complex networks
of coupled chaotic circuits which compare degree distribution. In Previous study, we have investigated synchronization
phenomena of coupled chaotic circuis network which made
by three types of the degree distribution [4]. However, expected results were not obserbed.
In this study, we change the circuit which use in the research, and we compare synchronization phenomena of some
network models created by three types of degree distribution.
Furthermore, we focus on network structure like a hub. Complex networks of real world have characters like scale free
property, cluster property, small world property [2][3]. So,
we use degree distribution models based on the power law and
the normal distribution. Scale free network follows the power
law. Random network follows the normal distribution. Furthermore, we use the soaring distribution which is different
from the others. We compare synchronization rate of some

network models based on three types of degree distribution
by changing the coupling strength. Also we investigate synchronization phenomena of each connection of network with
hubs.

2. Circuit model
The chaotic circuit model which proposed by Shinriki et
al. [4][5] is shown in Fig. 1. This circuit consists of a negative resister, an inductor, two capacitors and dual-directional
diodes. In this study, we use network model which is 10 coupled chaotic circuits. The circuit equation is shown in Eq. (1).

Figure 1: Circuit model.
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where n = 1, 2, 3, · · ·, 10 and Sn is the set of nodes which
are directly connected to the node n. The characteristic of
nonlinear resistor which consists of dual diodes is following
Eq. (2).
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 Gd (n1n − v2n − V ) (v1n − v2n > V )
0
(|n1n − v2n | ≤ V )
=

Gd (n1n − v2n + V ) (v1n − v2n < −V ).

(2)

3. Network model
By changing the variables and parameters,
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In this study, we create networks which are 10 coupled
chaotic circuits and each circuit connected by a resistor. Each
network is composed by each degree distribution. Network
model which used in this research is shown in Fig. 3.
(3)

the normalized equations of this circuit are given as
follows:
Figure 3: Network model.
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ẏ = αγyn − αβf (yn − zn ) − αδ
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k∈Sn




ż = βf (yn − zn ) − xn .



(4)

The parameter δ corresponds the coupling strength between the circuits. The parameter α is the strength of negative resistor. The nonlinear function f (yn − zn ) corresponds
to the characteristics of the nonlinear resistor consisting of
the diodes and described as follows: where f (y) is described
as follows :

f (yn − zn ) =







yn − zn − 1
0
yn − zn + 1

Degree distribution A, B and C in Fig. 4 show the degree
distribution which used for composing network in this study.
Degree distribution A imitates the degree distribution of the
power law. Degree distribution B imitates the degree distribution of a random network. Degree distribution C is the degree
distribution of soaring. We fix that the number of circuits in
each network model is 10 and the number of edges in each
network model is 16.

(yn − zn > 1)
(|yn − zn | ≤ 1)
(yn − zn < −1).

(5)

This circuit generates asymmetric chaotic attractor in the
parameter γ = 0.5 and symmetric chaotic attractor in the
parameter γ = 0.65 as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 4: Degree distribution.

Figure 2: Attractors with the different parameter.

The path length of each network model is nearly the same
value. In addition to these networks model, we make other
model with the different path length. These network models
in Fig. 5 also created based on each degree distribution. The
path length of model (a) is longer than (a’). The path length
of model (b) and (c) are shorter than model (b’) and (c’) each
other. The path length of each network is shown in Table 1.
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In this simulation, we use two parameters of the strength of
negative resistor. Attractors of these parameters are shown in
Fig. 2. Synchronization rate which set the parameter γ = 0.5
is shown in Figs. 7 and the parameter γ = 0.65 is shown in
Fig. 8.

Figure 5: Network model with the different path length.
Table 1: Path length of each network model.
(a)
(a’)
(b)
(b’)
(c)
(c’)

Path length
1.822
1.689
1.844
2.156
1.889
2.0

Figure 7: Shynchronization rate in the parameter γ = 0.5.

4. Simulation Result
Definition of synchronization in this study is determined a
voltage difference waveform. We define synchronization as
the following Eq. (6).

|zj − zi | < 0.15

(i, j = 1, 2, · · ·, 10)

(6)

Figure 8: Shynchronization rate in the parameter γ = 0.65.

Figure 6: A difference waveform.
Figure 6 is a different waveform which was observed in
this simulations. The two lines in Fig. 6 correspond threshold
which is given Eq. (7). It is determined that wave within two
lines which is the threshold is synchronization. Therefore, we
propose and investigate the synchronization probability denoted the synchronization rate during a certain time interval.
In this research, we fix a certain time interval as (τ =1,000,000
and step=0.02τ ) and investigate the synchronization rate in
the entire network of 10 coupled chaotic circuits.

4.1 Comparing synchronization rate of network model

In the case of the parameter γ = 0.5, synchronization rate
of the network model (a) is highest. Furthermore, when we
compare synchronization rate with different path length, network model with long path length obtains high synchronization rate than short one model based on the same degree distribution. In the case of the parameter γ = 0.65, it is almost
the same result above. However, synchronization rate of all
network models is lower and less difference except for network model (a).
4.2 Synchronization rate of each connection in network
model (a)
In the section 5.1, we observed synchronization rate of network model (a) is highest even if changing the parameter.
So, we investigate synchronization rate of model (a) in detail. Figure 9 shows synchronization rate of each connection
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in network model (a). In Fig. 9, we can confirm that synchronization rate of one connection obtains high. This connection
corresponds that of between hub. So, synchronization rate
of network which have connection between node with many
coupling is high.
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